Host Steve_ says:
-@-@-@-@- BEGIN EPISODE 22 "R&R" -@-@-@-@-

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Walks into sickbay looking for the CMO:: CMO: doctor.. are you present?

CO_Torbin says:
::On bridge watching the other officers::

FCO_TShara says:
::Sits at the CONN station checking over the helm.::

CSO_Rillian says:
::On the bridge making sure all the necessary repairs are finished::

CMO_Endo says:
::In his office:: EO: Yes, I'm right over here, Thumbelina

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Exits his quarters and heads for the bridge;;

TO_Booker says:
:: On the bridge at tac1::

EO_Thumbelina says:
CMO: Doctor? ::Walks on into the room and looks around::

XO_Hall says:
::Enters bridge from the TL straightening his uniform.  hall moves down to his chair::

EO_Thumbelina says:
CMO: Ah.. I require your assistance..

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Enters the TL:: Computer: Bridge.

CMO_Endo says:
EO: Oh? What's up?

CO_Torbin says:
XO: Status of the repair, re-crew, and refit number 1?

CSO_Rillian says:
::Notices a repair that seems to have been overlooked and sends a message to Praught to take care of it.::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::On bridge finishing some things::

EO_Thumbelina says:
CMO: Since my arrival.. Tyfair has seen fit to install a holographic personality into my logic subroutines.. it has been in conflict with my basic programming for quiet some time..

TO_Booker says:
::Starts to power down weapons for repair::

XO_Hall says:
CO:  ::Sitting down::  It is coming along well, Sir.

CMO_Endo says:
EO: Yes...?

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Arrives on the bridge moments later and exits.  Heads for his usual station and signs on::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Watching the bridge::

EO_Thumbelina says:
CMO: I am an organic being similar to your self.. I wish it removed

CO_Torbin says:
::Stands::  XO: Very well..  notify me if anything changes, I'll be in my ready room..  ::Walks over and enters the RR, sitting behind his desk and starting at the mountain of "paperwork" awaiting his attention::

TO_Booker says:
XO: Sir, weapons and TAC  powered down, Sir!

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
CSO_Rillian: Any special equipment you need for me to look for while we are here?

CMO_Endo says:
::REB:: EO: Your basic programming or your holographic personality?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Sighs and turns back to her board::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Stares at the CMO:: CMO: the Inferior holographic personality subroutines

CSO_Rillian says:
SO: Why don't you check our supply list against our current stores of supplies and check into what we need.

FCO_TShara says:
::Continues checking over the CONN station for repair status.::

CMO_Endo says:
EO: Inferior? How so?

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
CSO_Rillian: Aye.

CSO_Rillian says:
::Sees a message from Praught that she is on her way to fix the problem, turns her attention back to other matters.::

XO_Hall says:
CO:  Aye sir.

XO_Hall says:
TO:  ::turns to look at him and smiles::  I am sitting down Ens.  What about the Tactical Systems?

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Begins to pull up equipment assignments and supplies list::

EO_Thumbelina says:
CMO: Tyfair implanted a device near the base of my.. skull to allow direct access to the ships main computer core.. I have since created a new series of these up-links that would allow easier and faster data transition.. I wish the original one removed.. 

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
CSO_Rillian: Going to be different with out him here huh? Wonders who is going to replace the CTO?

TO_Booker says:
XO: Sorry sir, all TAC and weapons  are powered down, Sir!

CMO_Endo says:
EO: Is there anything else in the original besides the thingy to allow you direct access to the CC?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Walks over the science console with a pad::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Looks up a little stunned:: SO: Yea.  It will be different.  And we already have a new CTO assigned, I believe.  We'll meet up with him soon though.

CO_Torbin says:
::Finishes one padd and tosses it aside, moving on to the next one::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Looks up:: CIV: What can I do for you, Jazz?

EO_Thumbelina says:
CMO: The holographic up-link and storage of the primary logic routines.. yes

XO_Hall says:
TO:  Not a problem Ens. Booker.  Report that to one of the repair teams or Lt. Tyfair.  That should clear it up.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::REB a little::  CSO:  I'm having trouble accessing some fine.  I keep getting corrupted data problem.  Are you running into any of those problems? ::Hands her a pad::

CMO_Endo says:
EO: What would happen to you if I was to remove this... thing you want removed? Be sure to leave nothing out

TO_Booker says:
XO: Yes, Sir!

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
CSO_Rillian: I've compiled a list of equipment list stuff that needs to be updated and stuff that needs replacing, also a few extras that might come in handy later on. ::Hands her a padd::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Takes the Padd and looks it over::  CIV: I haven't noticed anything like this.  What systems are you having the problem on?

EO_Thumbelina says:
CMO: I will no long suffer from conflicts in my logic parameters.. are you going to remove it or not?

CMO_Endo says:
EO: What do your logic parameters do?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CSO:  These library files.  They are some historical records and then back ground records on some officers.

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Holds the padd while the CSO is assisting the CIV::

XO_Hall says:
::Gets up and walks over to the TO's position::  TO:  How are you holding up Todd?  Taking on extra duties can be rough at first.

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Feels a temper and frowns:: CMO: Doctor.. I am not accustom to emotions.. They are part of the holo personality.. I want them removed! ::Slams fist on the bio-bed cracking the structure::

CO_Torbin says:
::Completes padd #2 and tosses it aside, moving along to the next one::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Furrows her brow:: CIV: Can we isolate these files and look for other corrupted ones?  And we  may need to let the XO know this as well, since it could affect ship functions.

TO_Booker says:
XO: It's not going too good right now, Sir!

EO_Thumbelina says:
::looks at her hands in shock:: CMO: this is illogical!

CMO_Endo says:
EO: Calm yourself, Thumbelina. You sound like a Vulcan

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CSO:  I thought that they had to do with the damage. Not a big priority but just a FYI

CMO_Endo says:
EO: Believe me, I know, emotions are very difficult things

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Deactivates her holoemitters and voice synthesizers.  Speaking in a the tin can robot voice:: CMO: I am not humanoid.

CSO_Rillian says:
CIV: Thanks for the information.  Do you mind if I download these onto another Padd to look at later?

CMO_Endo says:
EO: I know... You sound like rusted metal scraping together.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CSO:  No problem.  Just trying to stay out from underfoot.

TO_Booker says:
XO: Look sir I got beta team run all  over sir!

CSO_Rillian says:
CIV: You aren't underfoot at all.  ::Downloads the information to another padd:: Quite the contrary,  thanks for your help.

CSO_Rillian says:
::Turns to her SO:: SO: Thank you for your patience Mr. Anthony.

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Eyes glow a tad dimmer at the CMO:: CMO: Very well. I see you are incapable of assisting me :: stands.. Legs bending backwards::

TO_Booker says:
XO: Do you if we are getting a new CTO, Sir?

CO_Torbin says:
::Completes padd #3, tosses it aside, and moves on to the next padd::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CSO:  Your welcome.  Still on for trouble later?

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
CSO_Rillian: Yes sir. Anything I can help on or with??

XO_Hall says:
TO:  I understand.  Well stay relaxed.  You have a lot to deal with but it will work out.  If you need any help, ask me.  Do you have any other teams working Ens.?

CSO_Rillian says:
CIV: That sounds like fun!  Just send me a message about it.

CMO_Endo says:
::Struggles to keep a look of absolute calm on his face:: EO: Why do you so wish to run away from your emotions?

EO_Thumbelina says:
CMO: They are not MY emotions doctor.. I am Q’orphod. and they are a virus as it were in my systems

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CSO: I'll leave you a note. just don’t forget to check your messages

TO_Booker says:
XO: Yes, Sir.  and golf, Sir!

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Turns and heads back to her station to work::

CMO_Endo says:
EO: Please turn your voice synthesizers back on, Thumbelina, now you're pronouncing words incorrectly... and please, calm down

CSO_Rillian says:
CIV:  Sure will. ::To her back::

CSO_Rillian says:
SO: Yea.  ::Hands him her downloaded padd:: These are corrupted files found in the LCARS by Lt Neoma.  See if you can find the source of the infection and I'll work on the requisition order.

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Eyes him a moment and heads for the door:

CMO_Endo says:
EO: Good luck on your search.

CO_Torbin says:
::Comes to a decision::  *XO* Since we'll probably be here awhile, coordinate with Department Heads on shore leave for the crew

XO_Hall says:
TO:  Well, try to stay calm and work each problem individually.

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
CSO_Rillian: Aye. ::Takes the padd and begins to do a background search on the files::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Heads back for deck 24 and her maintenance bay.. to removed the device her self::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Begins inputting the requisition order into the main computer::

CMO_Endo says:
::Practically screams as she leaves, feels horrible::

XO_Hall says:
::Taps comm badge::  *CO*  Aye, Sir.

CO_Torbin says:
::Completes padd #4 and tosses it aside, moving on to the next::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Takes a TL to deck 24 and tries really hard not to fume.. tosses her tools around until she finds the emergency medical kit::

TO_Booker says:
XO: Yes, Sir!  <Beta> TO: Can you give some help down on deck 4?

CMO_Endo says:
Self: From the way she walked out of here, I'd put her on suicide watch if she wasn't an android

Host Q says:
::Appears behind the Robot::  EO:  Temper Temper

XO_Hall says:
TO:  If you wish, put team on Shore Leave for now.  Then alternate between them.  ::walks over CSO::

EO_Thumbelina says:
Q: I do not have time for you human. Leave me.. I am malfunctioning

CSO_Rillian says:
::Looks up as Will approaches.  Smiles:: XO: What can I do for you, Commander?

TO_Booker says:
XO: Yes, Sir!

TO_Booker says:
Beta: On my way!

CMO_Endo says:
::Decides to go after her... Just to make sure she's ok::

XO_Hall says:
CSO:  ::Smiles::  I have been cleared to grant shore leave.  Send some of your staff on Shore Leave.  You can go now if you wish.

Q says:
EO:  I don’t think having a tantrum is much of a malfunction........I know of others in your predicament that...well....that’s all they live for

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Gathers a couple pads and Heads for the RR door and taps chime::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Nods:: XO: Thank you, Sir.  I'll begin sending shifts on shoreleave immediately.

TO_Booker says:
::Start to walk to the TL:: TL :deck 4!

CMO_Endo says:
Computer: Where is Thumbelina?

CO_Torbin says:
::Hears chime::  CIV: Enter

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Pulls out the laser scalpel and look it over:: Q: I intend to correct this .. problem. I am not what they have tried to make me.. 

XO_Hall says:
:CSO:  ::Nods walking away::  ~~~~Maybe we can get together later.~~~~

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Tuns to the CSO:: CSO: I'll be in the main computer core for awhile if you need me.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Steps in and stops at attention in front of his desk::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Turns to her SO:: SO: Mr. Anthony.  That can wait a little while.  Why don't you take some leave.  Just get back to me with the information within the next two days.

CMO_Endo says:
<Computer> Thumbelina is on deck 24 in her maintenance thingy

CO_Torbin says:
::Tosses a completed padd #5 away and stares blankly at padd #6 waiting for whoever chimed to come in::

CSO_Rillian says:
~~~~XO: I think that would be a good idea, Will.~~~~

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Standing in front of the CO's desk::

XO_Hall says:
FCO:  Lt. T'Shara, you may begin to send some of you staff on shore leave.  It has been granted.

CMO_Endo says:
::Gets up and heads to deck 24::

Q says:
EO:  Aren’t you?  listen to yourself.........you are angry..........you're more like "them" than you think.

XO_Hall says:
~~~~CSO:  Me too.~~~~

FCO_TShara says:
::Looks at the XO.:: XO: Aye sir.

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Stands up as he hears the CSO telling him to take shore leave:: CSO: That’s ok.  I'm not really into it right now.  Thanks anyway.  ::Heads to the TL::

CSO_Rillian says:
~~~~XO: Just let me know when.~~~~

Q says:
::Starts fiddling with the EO's stuff, his crisp SF uniform nearly popping as he moves::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Shrugs:: SO: Suit yourself.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::clears throat slightly::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Steps before a mirror and looks for an easy way to remove the up-link:: Q: you should leave.. this will be.. unsettling to humanoids to watch. I understand that. I am suffering logic errors.. ::Activates the laser and pulls head to side::

TO_Booker says:
:: TL stop and door open. Walks out and down the hull.  See beta:: Beta: what is it?

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Enters the TL:: Computer: Main computer core.

CO_Torbin says:
::Sees the CIV and smiles, which quickly disappears after he remembers the mountain of paperwork remaining::  CIV: Welcome to my home away from home..  you're welcome to have a seat, assuming you can find space to sit down...

FCO_TShara says:
::Takes a PADD and begins shore leave assignments.::

Q says:
EO:  I wouldn’t do that........::tosses some sort of spanner aside::  the laser will fuse the uplink..........

XO_Hall says:
::Taps comm badge::  *CMO*  Hall to Endo.

CMO_Endo says:
::Just as he's outside of the doors to the maintenance thing:: *XO*: Endo here, Sir.

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Pauses and turns to look at him:: Q: That is unacceptable.

XO_Hall says:
*CMO*  Doctor, Begin sending staff on Shore Leave.  The captain has granted it so whenever you are ready.  Hall out.  ::Taps comm badge::

Q says:
EO:  Such is life  ::Turns a arc welder of alien make over in his hands before shrugging and tossing it across the deck::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Arrives on deck 15 and heads for the main computer core to check the computers logs and other files::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Sends a message to a third of her SCI staff granting 12 hour leave::

CMO_Endo says:
*XO*: Aye sir ::shrugs:: *Sickbay*: Ok guys... you all have shoreleave... except for you Payne... you get to stay.

TO_Booker says:
<Beta> TO: ENS Power was hitting LT Homes, Sir!

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Sets the laser down and moves to the wall. turning on a computer panel and begins a high speed search:: Q: do you require something or does creating disarray make you happy?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Smiles :: CO:  Are you sure I don't need to call for the rescue dogs to find you in all those pads? And I came to add another pad. It is my report for the month.  ::offers it to him::

Q says:
::Smiles in a way only Q can::  I can help.............

FCO_TShara says:
::Informs flight control staff of shore leave.::

CMO_Endo says:
::Opens the doors to the maintenance thingy::

TO_Booker says:
Beta: Ok I got it.  You got Shore leave as of right now!

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Enters the main computer core and logs in with his security code::

CO_Torbin says:
::Rolls eyes::  CIV: and here I thought you were coming to pay me a visit and provide me with a much needed distraction from all this infernal paperwork..   but noooo, you have to add more paperwork for me!  ::Takes padd and rolls his eyes some more::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Gets up to get some tea from the replicator and returns to her station, double checking that all her bases are covered.::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Looks at him and picks up the laser again:: Q: you can remove the up-link. I require your hands..  I can not see that area ::holds it toward him::

FCO_TShara says:
::Checks over the CONN one last time before leaving her station.::

XO_Hall says:
::Walks back over to his chair and sits down.  he then taps the comm button on his monitor::  *CO*  Hall to Torbin.  Captain, Shore Leave has commenced.

CO_Torbin says:
*XO* Noted

CMO_Endo says:
::sees Thumbelina and... some other guy::

Q says:
::Looks over at the Doc::  EO:  Oh....I can do much better than that.....::takes the Laser and deactivates it::

CMO_Endo says:
Q: Who are you?

XO_Hall says:
*CO*  Yes, Sir.  Hall out.  ::Taps button again leans back in his chair::

TO_Booker says:
*XO*: I got a fight, Sir!

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Stands up a tad taller and feels puzzled and then annoyed:: Q/CMO: I am in error.. again. ::Moves back to the computer display::

Q says:
CMO:  Just an engineer with a soft heart........

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Laughs:: CO:  We are on duty so I can’t give you a proper distraction, but I thought some humanoid contact  might do you some good. Also I was here to offer a picnic on the holodeck.

EO_Thumbelina says:
Q: That statement is illogical.

Q says:
::Begins whistling an old Disney tune as he approaches the EO::

CMO_Endo says:
Q: What are you doing?

Q says:
CMO:  Helping out.....

Q says:
::whistles....When you wish...upon a star::  EO:  Come with me.........we must discuss this first...in private.

CMO_Endo says:
Q: Are you going to remove that... thing?

XO_Hall says:
TO:  Go check it out Ens.  Interview all the participants and turn in a report to me.

CSO_Rillian says:
::Sets her tea down on her console::

CO_Torbin says:
CIV: Picnic?  I wish, but who has the time with all those littering my ready room?  ::points his hand in the general direction of the now fallen over stack of padds::

EO_Thumbelina says:
Q: I believe a direct overload to my secondary power relays will deactivate the up-link.. but there is a 78.008% chance i will be blind in my left optic sensor.. 

FCO_TShara says:
::Glances around at the crew left on the bridge.::

Q says:
EO:  Nonsense....walk with me....::motions to the bulkhead doors leading from the compartment::

TO_Booker says:
XO: Yes, Sir! <ENS/LT> You two with me now! ::start walking to a room::

XO_Hall says:
::Taps comm button on the monitor again::  *CEO*  Hall to Tyfair.

CMO_Endo says:
::Follows Q and the EO:: Q: Who are you?

EO_Thumbelina says:
Q: In my current condition I would be a danger to your person.. I am .. I must decline your gracious offer

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Rolls off his bed and onto the floor::  OOOOF!!

Q says:
EO: Let me worry about that.............::turns and places a hand on the CMO's chest::  This is just for the two of us.....

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE CMO FINDS HE CANT MOVE A MUSCLE...

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
*Hall*  Huh... what.... yes.. Tyfair here.  ::very groggy::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CO:  Worth a try ::Shrugs::  Anything I can help you with or other crew members help with?

FCO_TShara says:
::Gets up from the Helm and walks to the TL doors.::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Looks at the Q and CMO and gets puzzled.. Reactivated holoemitters:: Q: very well.. 

XO_Hall says:
*CEO*  You alright Mr. Tyfair?

CSO_Rillian says:
::Hears Caleb less than half awake and holds in a chuckle::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
*Hall*  Yeah... ugh... ::groan:: Sure, I'm fine ::tries to get out from his tangled bed sheets::

Q says:
::Winks at the CMO and snaps up the EO in the flash of a teleport....::

XO_Hall says:
::Checks duty shifts in Engineering to see if Tyfair checked in::

CMO_Endo says:
::Tries to move towards Q, but can't::

FCO_TShara says:
::Enters the TL.::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE "EO" DISAPPEARS AND REAPPEARS IN THE STARBOARD NACELLE EMERGENCY CONTROL ROOM............

CMO_Endo says:
::What the...?::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  AND THE CMO CAN MOVE AGAIN............

TO_Booker says:
Power/homes: ATTN :: power and homes come to attention:: Power/homes: What was this over?

CO_Torbin says:
CIV: Technically, no..  but then again, since when have I ever cared much about annoying rules and regulations?  ::Grabs a couple of padds and checks them before holding them out to her::  CIV: Those should be ok..  Just general notices, nothing important, but all of which have to pass by my eyes at some point.

FCO_TShara says:
::Exits TL and heads down the corridor to her quarters.::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
*Hall*:  Can I help you, Commander?

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Drops padd she picked up and looks around:: Q: I do not recall the transporters being activated.. I must really be damaged..

CMO_Endo says:
::Nearly  falls from the extra effort he put on his muscles to move:: *CO*: Sir... an engineer and Thumbelina were just standing next to me... and they both disappeared

XO_Hall says:
*CEO*  Lt., the Captain has granted Shore Leave for officers.  ::Sees that Tyfair is not due on duty for awhile longer::  So, you can grant shore leave to a portion of you staff and rotate it.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Takes them:: CO:  so I see anything that needs your attention tell you?

Q says:
EO:  You say you are malfunctioning...........::Gives a devilish smile::  And I can help you.......

FCO_TShara says:
::Enters her quarters and walks over to the replicator and replicates some hot spiced tea.::

CMO_Endo says:
*CO*: And it didn't look like transporters sir... At least not Federation transporters

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
*Hall*   ::Pause::  Okay, thanks for the heads up.  Tyfair out.  ::Gives up on getting out of the blankets and lies on the floor::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Looks at him:: Q: You seem to believe so.  Yet you refused to help me remove the up-link

CO_Torbin says:
CIV: Yup...  :::Hears the CMO and mutters about lonely doctors::  *CMO* Engineers just don't disappear Doctor..  Clarify your statement.

TO_Booker says:
<Power> TO: This was over a girl, Sir!. 

 TO_Booker says:
 Holmes: Is this right?

Q says:
EO:  Because I am not going to subtract anything........close your eyes...

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Takes seat on couch, dangling a leg over the arm of the chair::

CMO_Endo says:
*CO*: There was a flash of white light and Thumbelina and the whoever it was were gone

FCO_TShara says:
::Picks up her tea and walks over to the sofa and picks up a book.::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Wondering what is going on down there::

TO_Booker says:
Home: is this right!

XO_Hall says:
::Taps comm button again and smiles.  Then Hall brings  up reports and begins to read them::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Finishes looking over the scans and repairs.  Heads to the CNS chair.  Takes a seat sideways in it, facing Will:: XO: You want to tell me what's going on, Will.

EO_Thumbelina says:
Q: I do not have eye lids.. It is a hologram for the .sake of the humanoid crew

CO_Torbin says:
::White light..  nah..  couldn't be..::  *CMO*: Very well..  try to gather more information..

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::In the computer core diligently tracking down the corrupted files from whence they came from::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Mouths to the CO:: Whoever???

TO_Booker says:
<Holmes> TO: Yes, Sir that right!

CMO_Endo says:
*CO*: From what, sir?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Growls and struggles with the twisted blankets again::

CO_Torbin says:
*XO* Number 1, it seems we have an Engineer that can disappear according to our CMO..  find Thumbelina and make sure everything is normal..

Q says:
::Gives an exasperated sigh::  EO:  Then shutdown your optic sensors.....

XO_Hall says:
CSO:  Raises his head from his monitor::  What do you mean?

CO_Torbin says:
*CMO*: From whatever you can Doctor..  I'm not picky.

CMO_Endo says:
*CO*: This seemed unreal... the man seemed to be able to stop me from moving...

CMO_Endo says:
::Mutters under his breath:: *CO*: Very well, Sir

CO_Torbin says:
*CMO* Stop you from moving?  How did he do it, and don't leave anything out...

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Mumbles something about the Doc's sanity::

XO_Hall says:
*CO*  Your wish is my command sir.  ::smiles::

XO_Hall says:
Computer:  Computer, Locate Thumbelina.

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Looks at him and gets more puzzled.. but complies:: Q: Query.. to what purpose am I doing this? I don't experience surprise nor fear as this species does

CMO_Endo says:
::surprised by the sudden interest:: *CO*: Well Sir, he touched my chest with his hand and I was immobilized... I couldn't move at all

CSO_Rillian says:
::Gets up:: XO: Never mind.  It looks like you have more important things on  your hands.  ::Heads to the TL::

FCO_TShara says:
::Opens up the book of Poems by Edgar Allan Poe and begins reading while sipping her tea..::

Host Q says:
<Computer>  Thumbelina is in the Starboard Warp Nacelle emergency control room

CMO_Endo says:
*CO*: And then when he and Thumbelina disappeared, I could move again suddenly

XO_Hall says:
~~~~CSO:  Wait...I...I'm sorry.~~~~

CO_Torbin says:
*CMO* Did he say anything to you or do anything else besides touch you?  and what did he look like?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Not liking what she was hearing::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Finally gets his legs free from the blankets and looks at the time::  Self:  Might as well get up.. and start the day...

Q says:
::Reaches out and places a hand on the simulated forehead of Thumbelina......::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Feels pressure:: Q: that is not the location of the up-link

TO_Booker says:
Holmes/Power: You two will report to you room do not come out the XO or the CO or my self will talk to you!

CMO_Endo says:
*CO*: He told Thumbelina that he could help her... he was wearing a Starfleet uniform, he was one of the ugliest men I've ever seen... besides that he was kinda tall with dark hair

Host Stevesays:
ACTION:  AS HIS HAND TOUCHES HER SKIN, A SEARING WHITE LIGHT ERRUPTS IN THE ROBOT'S "MIND" - HER "SKIN" CRACKLES AND FEELS FLUSH WITH HEAT.

CSO_Rillian says:
~~~~XO: Sorry for what?  The CO needs you, and you have a job to do, like always.~~~~ ::Steps into the TL as the doors shut behind her::

CMO_Endo says:
*CO*: Sir... Thumbelina came to me asking me to remove something which gave her emotion... I think that's what this guy said he'd help her with

TO_Booker says:
Power/Holmes: ATTN ::Power and Holmes come to attention:: Power/Holmes: Get out of here now!

XO_Hall says:
::Raises and eyebrow at the response.  Gets up and heads to the TL::  *CO*  Captain, Thumbelina is in the Starboard Warp Nacelle Control room.  I am going to investigate.

EO_Thumbelina says:
::stiffens:: Q: system error! logic.. unstable.. I'm melting

TO_Booker says:
<Power/homes: ATTN :: power and homes come to attn:: Power/homes: get out of her now!>

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  IN AN INSTANT, THE LIGHT AND THE CRACKLING HEAT ARE GONE.........AND THEN ITS OVER............

CO_Torbin says:
*CMO*: Very well, thank you doctor..  ::Quasi leaps from his chair and moves back to the bridge, figuring CIV would follow him::  XO: I'm going with you..  I have a suspicion about what we will find there..

TO_Booker says:
Power/Holmes: Get out of here now!

CSO_Rillian says:
::Realizes she didn't tell the TL where to go......Rolls her eyes at herself:: TL: Deck 4

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::/following the CO, not happy::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  AND THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER DISAPPEARS AS QUICKLY AS HE ARRIVED

CMO_Endo says:
::Sighs, not knowing what to do::

TO_Booker says:
::Gets up and walks out to the TL:: TL Bridge!

CO_Torbin says:
*CMO*: Noted

XO_Hall says:
*CO*:  I will get two phasers and will be waiting for you at the TL.  ::Walks over and reaches under the tactical station and gets two type 1 phasers::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Re-activates optic sensors.. but it's not working:: self: Blind.. 

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
To no one in particular::  Why do I get the feeling  things are going bad again?

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Finishes his sonic shower and dons his uniform and fixes his hair::

TO_Booker says:
*XO*: I got the report, Sir!

CSO_Rillian says:
::Exits as the TL stops on the requested Deck and heads to her quarters.  Upon entering gives her couch a good shove in frustration, then plopps down on to the ground::

CO_Torbin says:
::Enters the bridge and walks over to the XO, taking a phaser and knowing it wouldn't do a bit of good if what he suspects happened actually happened, then enters the TL, holding it open for the others::

SO-Lt-Mark-Anthony says:
::Finds more files corrupted in the main computer core::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Remains in place:: Self: system diagnostic.. System.. why won't it work?

XO_Hall says:
*TO*  Hold onto it for now.  I will get it from you later.  Hall out.  ::Steps into the TL::

TO_Booker says:
*XO*: What is going on, Sir?

CMO_Endo says:
::Heads back to sickbay, walking with a defeated gait::

CO_Torbin says:
::Holding the door for the CIV::  CIV: Coming?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Seeing Torbin is busy goes looking for CSO::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Reaches to see if her optic sensors are being blocked and feels something wrong::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Satisfied with his appearance he heads out of his quarters for the mess hall::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Suddenly looks around.....feeling a new thought pattern and hearing a new voice.  Tries to search it out mentally::

XO_Hall says:
*TO*  The Captain and I are going to investigate a theory.  Be alert you and your teams may be called back on duty.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CO:  Better then you two going alone... ::Grabs an extra phaser::

CO_Torbin says:
::Rolls eyes and holds the door just long enough for her to join them before sending the TL on the way::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Follows into TL::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Opens her eyes.. wait I don't have eyes.. the light in the room is wrong.. the height from the floor is wrong.. losses balance and falls over with a yell::

TO_Booker says:
::As the TL stop at the bridge walks off:: XO: Yes, Sir!  *BETA*: Report back to the ship now!

CO_Torbin says:
::In the TL::  XO/CIV: If what I suspect happened is true, we have a Q running loose on the ship..

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
CO: So exactly do you think we are going after?

XO_Hall says:
*Thumbelina*:  Hall to Thumbelina.  Respond please.

TO_Booker says:
::Walks to tac1::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Can't understand what she's looking at.. always saw in fractional light images.. doesn't recognize anything and panics:

CSO_Rillian says:
::Rules out new crew members....the thoughts aren't cohesive enough for  that......not cohesive, but too technical at the same time.::

XO_Hall says:
CO:  A Q sir.  have you ever had experience with a Q?

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Says something in Bajoran only the CO can translate and it isn't exactly a nice term::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
::Passes Kalyn's quarters and pauses briefly wondering if she took shoreleave yet, and presses the door chime::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  A DISEMBODIED VOICE CALLS OUT TO THUMBELINA......

CSO_Rillian says:
Door: Enter.

CO_Torbin says:
::Looks at the CIV with a strange look on his face::  XO: Not personally, but I've read enough reports on other encounters to know they aren't usually fun

CSO_Rillian says:
::Hops to her feet quickly::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
Rillian:  Ah, you are home.. I was going to grab some food.  Care to join me?

XO_Hall says:
*Thumbelina*:  Thumbelina, this is Commander Hall, please respond.

EO_Thumbelina says:
::looks around the room.. confused.. :: XO: Commander.. ::Grabs head and screams inside.. Error! I'm Crashing!::

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Half grin and shrugs to the  CO::

CO_Torbin says:
::TL stops and exits, walking off in the last known location of Thumbelina::

CSO_Rillian says:
CEO: Yea.......I'd like that.  ::A little distant wondering if it could be Thumbelina....searching mentally::

XO_Hall says:
CO:  I have also read reports on the Q.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Follows::

XO_Hall says:
::Follows the CO and CIV::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  TORBIN, HALL AND JAZZ SEE A YOUNG ENSIGN, SITTING ON THE DECK, LOOKING VERY FRIGHTENED

CMO_Endo says:
::Still in sickbay just in case anyone is wondering::

CEO_Lt_Tyfair says:
Rillian:  Well, let's get moving, Pretty lady.

CO_Torbin says:
::Sees ensign, quickly shifts phaser to a location behind his back and out of sight and looks at the XO with his eyebrow raised::

CSO_Rillian says:
::Honing in on her thoughts.  Almost positive it's her......Caleb pulls her mind back........Kaly smiles:: CEO: I'm on your heals, Tyfair.

XO_Hall says:
::Jogs over to the ensign and places phaser on the console next to him::  Ens:  I’m Commander Hall.  Are you alright.

CIV_Neoma_Jazz says:
::Draws her tricorder and scans her::

FCO_TShara says:
::Continues reading the poems and sipping her tea as she relaxes on the sofa.::

EO_Thumbelina says:
::Sits there shaking with eyes closed.. mumbling:: 

Host Steve_AGM says:
-@-@-@-@-  END EPISODE 22 -@-@-@-@-


